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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, sampling-based Approximate Query Processing (AQP) is
widely regarded as a promising way to achieve interactivity in big
data analytics. To build such an AQP system, finding the minimal
sample size for a query regarding given error constraints in general,
called Sample Size Optimization (SSO), is an essential yet unsolved
problem. Ideally, the goal of solving the SSO problem is to achieve
statistical accuracy, computational efficiency and broad applicability
all at the same time. Existing approaches either make idealistic as-
sumptions on the statistical properties of the query, or completely dis-
regard them. This may result in overemphasizing only one of the three
goals while neglect the others.
To overcome these limitations, we first examine carefully the statis-
tical properties shared by common analytical queries. Then, based on
the properties, we propose a linear model describing the relationship
between sample sizes and the approximation errors of a query, which
is called the error model. Then, we propose a Model-guided Itera-
tive Sample Selection (MISS) framework to solve the SSO problem
generally. Afterwards, based on the MISS framework, we propose a
concrete algorithm, called L2Miss, to find optimal sample sizes un-
der the L2 norm error metric. Moreover, we extend the L2Miss al-
gorithm to handle other error metrics. Finally, we show theoretically
and empirically that the L2Miss algorithm and its extensions achieve
satisfactory accuracy and efficiency for a considerably wide range of
analytical queries.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the Big Data era, analyzing large volumes of data by analytical
queries, which summarize the data to discover useful information,
becomes extremely challenging for data scientists. This is mainly
because under such circumstance, it is infeasible to check the data
record-by-record manually. Therefore, people are always hoping to
design systems to fully automate this process. However, none of these
efforts perfectly solves this problem. Therefore, recent years have
witnessed a surge of interest in designing novel systems to interact
with humans. By leveraging human knowledge, far more insights can
be obtained from the data with analytical queries.
However, the goal of incorporating human intelligence in analytical
queries brings new challenges. One of them that is the most essential
yet elusive is interactivity [28]. To cope with it, one of the most ef-
fective approach is to reduce the amount of data to be processed by
sampling, which is called sampling-based Approximate Query Pro-
cessing (AQP) [28]. The use cases for sampling-based AQP typically
include helping users to obtain a quick understanding of the data.
Such understanding may be inaccurate, but can be of great help for
later complicated and mission-critical analytical tasks.
When running an approximate analytical query, users would like to
ensure that the approximate result and the true one is almost the same.
The difference between these two results is called the approximation
error, which is measured by an error metric chosen according to dif-
ferent scenarios, such as the L2 norm. To lower query latency and
achieve interactivity for the query, we hope to reduce the size of the
sample to be processed by a given query as much as possible. There-
fore, one of the key problem in sampling-based AQP is Sample Size
Optimization (SSO), i.e., to find the minimal sample size required to
answer an approximate query while ensuring that the approximation
error satisfies given constraints.
Challenges: When we consider solving the SSO problem, several
challenges arise due to its inherent uncertainty introduced by sam-
pling. More specifically, it is far from trivial to achieve all of the
following goals.
• Statistical accuracy, which means that the resulting sample size
is large enough to ensure that the approximate query result sat-
isfies the user-defined error constraints. To ensure accuracy, er-
ror estimation methods are required to test whether the constraints
hold. However, these methods often make strong assumptions on
the query, which limit their range of application.
• Computational efficiency, which means not only that the sample
size should be as small as possible to maximize the speed of ana-
lytical queries, but also that SSO algorithms themselves should be
efficient enough to avoid hampering the performance of the whole
analytical process. To improve efficiency, the sample size should
be as small as possible, which may increase the risk of being inac-
curate.
• Broad applicability, which means that the assumptions on both the
data and the analytical functions should be weak enough to accom-
modate a wide variety of analytical tasks. To broaden the range
of applications, error estimation methods based on weak assump-
tions are in demand. However, although adopting these methods
might be beneficial in terms of applicability, it is often at the cost
of efficiency since these methods are typically computationally in-
tensive [39].
Limitations of existing methods: From the discussions above, the
three goals of solving the SSO problem may contradict with each
other. Thus, achieving all of them at the same time seems impos-
sible. Existing SSO methods often fall short in one or more of the
three aspects above. Specifically,
• Statistical accuracy: To estimate the approximation error, some
methods [3, 33, 25] assume that the sampling distribution is ap-
proximately normal such that the standard interval [12] could be
applied. However, such assumptions do not always hold, which
brings the risk of producing inaccurate results. What’s worse, this
happens rather frequently [2].
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• Computational efficiency: Some methods [23, 13, 4] rely on con-
centration inequalities [10] such as Hoeffding’s inequality [19] for
error estimation. Such estimation is so conservative that it requires
much larger sample size than necessary to meet the constraints [2],
making it inefficient in terms of sample size. Some other meth-
ods [38] find optimal sample sizes in a mini-batch approach, which
may result in a huge number of trials before the constraints are met
and is inefficient in terms of the running time of the SSO method
itself.
• Broad applicability: Methods that exploit normality and concen-
tration inequalities require assumptions on the analytical function
to guarantee accuracy for a query. For example, the central limit
theorem (CLT) [8] only works when the analytical function is AVG.
This makes it hard to apply the SSO methods to arbitrarily complex
analytical functions.
In summary, most existing methods overemphasize only one of the
three goals while paying little attention to the others by either making
idealistic assumptions on the statistical properties of the approximate
analytical query or almost completely ignoring them.
Our contributions: Being aware of the limitations, by using a novel
parametric model based on reasonably weak assumptions, we design
a family of different novel SSO methods under the same proposed
framework but suitable for various error metrics. The methods based
on our framework not only have maximum applicability being able
to support almost all kinds of analytical queries, but also achieve a
decent balance between accuracy and efficiency by selecting samples
as small as possible while ensuring the error constraints to be satisfied.
• To maximize applicability, we propose a Model-guided Iterative
Sample Selection (MISS) framework for generally addressing the
SSO problem. It allow users to customize error metrics, sampling
methods and error estimation methods for different scenarios and
makes no assumption on the data and the query.
• To balance accuracy and efficiency, we propose a linear error model
describing the relationship between approximate errors and the sam-
ple sizes. Then, by combining the MISS framework and the error
model, we propose an algorithm called L2Miss that finds the op-
timal sample size for L2 norm error. We show theoretically and
empirically that L2Miss is efficient while being accurate.
• To cope with different error metrics, we extend the L2Miss al-
gorithm under the MISS framework by converting the error con-
straints defined in terms of L2 norm error to other metrics. Both
theoretical and empirical study show that the extensions can han-
dle a large variety of data and analytical functions efficiently, while
providing satisfactory accuracy.
Organization: In Section 2, we define the SSO problem formally and
develop the error model. In Section 3, we propose MISS, a general
framework for solving the SSO problem. In Section 4 and Section 5,
we develop a series of algorithms under the MISS framework to solve
the SSO problem under various error metrics. Experimental evalua-
tion is presented in Section 6, followed by related work in Section 7.
We state our conclusion and discuss future work in Section 8.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Problem Description
In this paper, we mainly focus on analytical queries, which obtain
summaries from data. Following the convention in BlinkDB [3], we
define approximate analytical queries as Listing 1.
Listing 1: Approximate Analytical Queries
SELECT X, f (Y) FROM D(X,Y)
GROUP BY X WHERE P
ERROR WITHIN  CONFIDENCE 1 − δ
Here, D denotes the dataset to perform the query on. X and Y are
two sets of attributes in D. Following the convention in OLAP [17],
we call the attribute set X the group-by attributes, or dimensions; and
Y the analytical attributes, or measures. P denotes the selection pred-
icate, which is intended for the COUNT-with-predicate queries. f is
called the analytical function computing the analytical results over Y
grouped by X.
We denote the true analytical result on D and its approximation as θ
and θˆ respectively. Note that for a m-group query, θ and θˆ are both m-
dimensional vectors, each of which the entry corresponds to the query
result of one group. To measure the approximation error, we denote
d as the error metric, and the error can be expressed as d
(
θˆ, θ
)
. To
bound the error, we define error constraints to have the form of
Pr
{
d
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ 
}
≥ 1 − δ, (1)
where  is called the error bound, δ is called the error probability,
and 1 − δ is called the confidence. From a statistical point of view,
Equation 1 states that the margin of error [27] of θˆ is no greater than
 with confidence 1 − δ.
Note that throughout the paper, we assume that all the data are
stored in a single table. We refer readers to [26] for the approximate
processing techniques of joins. We also would not consider handling
selections in a general circumstances other than COUNT-with-predicate
queries. For AQP of selections, we recommend readers to refer to [13]
for more discussion.
In order to answer a query like in Listing 1 approximately, we draw
a sample S ⊆ D from the dataset D, and apply the analytical function
f on S to obtain the approximate result. For an m-group query, we
denote the size of each group in S and D as ni and |D|i, respectively,
where i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. For convenience, we use n to denote the vector
of sample size, i.e., n =
(
n1 n2 · · · nm
)T
. To find optimal sam-
ples, we attempt to minimize the total sample size, which is defined
as the sum of sample sizes of all groups, i.e.,
C (n) =
m∑
i=1
ni = 1Tn. (2)
Using the concept of error metric and total sample size, the SSO
problem, which aims to find the optimal sample size subject to the
predefined error constraint, is formalized as follows.
Definition 1. Given an approximate analytical query in Listing 1,
the sample size optimization problem is to
min
n
C(n) s.t. Pr
{
d
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ 
}
≥ 1 − δ (3)
where n is the size of the sample S drawn from D,  denotes the error
bound and δ denotes the error probability.
Solving the problem in Definition 1 is far from trivial. This is be-
cause (i) the approximation error d
(
θˆ, θ
)
is random, which makes
the problem stochastic rather than deterministic; and (ii) the closed-
form expression of d
(
θˆ, θ
)
is unknown. The two reasons make it
impossible to apply the conventional optimization algorithms such as
gradient-based ones to find the optimum [5]. One effective way of
alleviating the two issues together is to approximate d
(
θˆ, θ
)
with a
surrogate model [7], which we call the error model to reduce the im-
pact of noise and to guide the process of finding the optimal sample
size.
2.2 Modeling Approximation Errors
Next, we would like to develop the error model, which takes a sam-
ple size n as the input and outputs the predicted approximation error
using samples of size n to approximately answer the query.
2.2.1 Statistical Properties of Analytical Queries
To derive the model, we first examine the asymptotic properties
shared by common analytical queries, i.e., how approximation errors
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decrease as sample sizes increase for typical queries. We then derive
the error model based on such properties.
In order to simplify the discussions, we assume that, queries only
involve a single group and denote the sample size, the true and the
approximate analytical result by n, θ and θˆ respectively. Later, we
will extend the discussion to the multi-group case for completeness
in this section.
Relationship between error and sample size. Intuitively, approx-
imation errors decrease as the corresponding sample sizes increase.
To formalize the intuition, We employ the concept of convergence in
probability theory and quantify how the error decreases using its rate
of convergence in probability [32], which is defined as follows.
Definition 2. Given the approximation error d
(
θˆ, θ
)
that converges
in probability, the rate of convergence in probability of d
(
θˆ, θ
)
is O(rn)
if r−1n d
(
θˆ, θ
)
= Op(1), where Op(1) means “bounded in probability”.
Intuitively, the Op notation shares the same idea with the O nota-
tion in computational complexity in that for any two sequence {an}
and {bn}, an = O (bn) if and only if the ratio an/bn is bounded by a
constant for a sufficiently large n, while an = Op (bn) means that the
ratio an/bn is bounded with arbitrarily large probability. Note that for
convenience, we omit the term “in probability” when talking about
convergence unless otherwise specified in the rest of this paper.
Analytical results as statistics. To find the the rate of convergence
of error for different types of queries using statistical theory, we claim
that for a sample S = {X1, X2, . . . , Xn}, the results of a large variety of
analytical queries can be classified in to at least one of the following
three types of statistics:
• U-statistics [18], which is of the form
Un =
(
n
k
)−1 ∑
ν
κ
(
Xν1 , Xν2 , . . . , Xνk
)
, (4)
where {ν1, ν2, . . . , νk} is a subset of {1, 2, . . . , n}. Examples of U-
statistics include common aggregate functions, e.g., AVG, VARIANCE,
and PROPORTION [32].
• M-estiamtors [20], which is of the form
Mn = arg max
θ
n∑
i=1
ψθ (Xi) , (5)
where θ is the parameter to be estimated, and ψθ are known func-
tions. Examples of M-estimators include typical machine learning
methods, such as linear regression, logistic regression and kernel
regression [32].
• Inconsistent estimators, of which the approximation errors do not
converge to zero in probability, such that the error would not keep
on decreasing with the increase of sample sizes. Examples of in-
consistent estimators include some aggregate functions, such as
SUM and COUNT [32].
Rate of convergence of common statistics. To derive the error model,
we examine the rate of convergence for common statistics, including
the three categories above and others.
• The rate of convergence of U-statistics and M-estimators is given
by the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Under weak conditions [32], the rate of convergence
of U-statsitics Un and M-estimators Mn are both O
(
n−b
)
, where b
is a positive constant.
• For inconsistent estimators, it may be impossible to find the optimal
sample size directly since the approximation errors may not con-
tinue to decrease no matter how the sample sizes increase. Fortu-
nately, for some queries in this category, there exists a transforma-
tion converting them to consistent estimators, such as U-statistics
and M-estimators. For example,
SUM (Y) = |D| · AVG (Y) , COUNT (Y) = |D| · PROPORTION (Y)
where |D| denotes the size of D. In such case, we can express
the error constraints with respect to the corresponding consistent
estimators using the transformation, and then optimize the sample
size subject to the transformed constraints. And the actual error can
be obtained by applying the inverse transformation.
• For some other statistics such as QUANTILE that are not U-statistics
or M-estimators, they may be transformed into the two categories.
Under specific conditions, these statistics may also converge at rate
O
(
n−b
)
. Therefore, we claim that the convergence rate of many
types of statistics, besides U-statistics and M-estimators, also has
the form of O
(
n−b
)
.
Observation. To summarize, we observe that, even though the con-
crete expressions of analytical queries may differ, many of them still
share one principal asymptotic property, which is stated as the follow-
ing proposition.
Proposition 2. For common analytical queries, the approxima-
tion error d
(
θˆ, θ
)
converges at rate O
(
n−b
)
.
2.2.2 The Error Model
Based on the observation above, we derive the error model to ap-
proximate the relationship between sample sizes and errors.
Single-group error model. We first consider the single-group case.
According to Proposition 2, d
(
θˆ, θ
)
= OP
(
n−b
)
. Observe that in real-
world applications, the absolute size of samples, i.e., n is typically
large. Therefore, it is reasonable to ignore the lower-order terms in
the OP notation and only use the leading term. Therefore, the single-
group error is
d
(
θˆ, θ
)
≈ an−b (6)
where a, b are constants. The logarithm of right hand side is called
the single-group error model, which is linear to n.
Multi-group error model. To derive the multi-group error model,
we first consider a specific error metric dg, which is defined as the
geometric mean of the errors of all groups. Specifically, by plugging
Equation 6 into the equation above, we have
dg
(
θˆ, θ
)
=
m
√
m∏
i=1
d
(
θˆi, θi
)
==
m
√
m∏
i=1
ain
−bi
i
where d
(
θˆi, θi
)
is the error of group i, and ai, bi are all constants.
Logarithms are then token on both side gives
log dg
(
θˆ, θ
)
=
1
m
 m∑
i=1
log ai −
m∑
i=1
bini
 = β0 − m∑
i=1
βi log ni,
where βi are all constants.
The right hand side of the second equation above, which is denoted
by H (n;β), is called the multi-group error model, or simply the error
model, where β =
(
β0 β1 · · · βm
)T
is the parameter vector. For
convenience, we denote n˜ =
(
1 − log n1 − log n2 · · · − log nm
)T
.
The model is then rewritten as
H (n;β) = βTn˜,
which is linear. Moreover, we use the notation H
(
n; βˆ
(k)
)
to denote
the model with parameter β = βˆ
(k)
and H
(
n(k); βˆ
(k)
)
to denote the
value of the model with parameter β = βˆ
(k)
at sample size n = n(k).
We use βˆ to denote the estimated value of β.
Even though the error model H (n;β) is defined assuming that the
error metric is the geometric mean, as we will show in Section 4 and
Section 5, it performs well for other commonly-used error metrics.
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3. FRAMEWORK
In this section, we propose the MISS framework to solve the SSO
problem with as few assumptions as possible. Specifically, we make
no assumption on the data, the query, the error metric, the sampling
and the error estimation methods. By doing so, we provide users a
general enough approach to solve the problem.
Since the SSO problem involves black-box functions as constraints,
finding an exact closed-form solution is hard in general. Therefore,
existing AQP systems try to find an approximate solution using one
of the following two approaches, as discussed in Section 1.
• The formula-based approach ideally assumes that a closed-form
approximation equation in terms of the sample size and the error
is known. The predicted sample size can be directly obtained by
solving the equation with respect to the desired error constraint [2].
• The model-free approach exploits no priori knowledge of the rela-
tionship between sample size and approximation error, and simply
guess the optimum by increasing the sample size by a small step in
each iteration until the error constraint is satisfied [38]. The pro-
cess of generating the guess in each iteration is call sample size
searching.
The formula-based approach is usually efficient enough by simply
solving a closed-form equation while the model-free approach is able
to provide sufficient accuracy guarantees and broadly applicable for a
variety of queries by making only a few assumptions. However, both
approaches fail to balance accuracy, efficiency and applicability. The
former might suffer from inaccuracy or limited applicability due to its
idealistic assumptions, while the latter might suffer from inefficiency
due to the ignorance of the statistical property.
To make the best of their advantages while overcome their disad-
vantages, we propose the Model-guided Iterative Sample Selection
(MISS) framework to solve the SSO problem generally. MISS iter-
atively estimates the error with respect to the predicted sample size,
polishes the model according to the of sample sizes and errors ob-
served, and makes the prediction again.
This approach has two advantages. On one hand, by using a flexible
model rather than a fixed equation and iterative prediction, the risk of
obtaining inaccurate sample size can be greatly reduced compared to
the formula-based approach. On the other hand, this framework takes
the advantage of the error model introduced in Section 2.2 to predict
the optimal sample size such that the unnecessary searching can be
largely avoid compared to the model-free approach.
The basic idea of our MISS framework is to start with an initial
guess of the sample size, then to iteratively search for the optimum
until the error constraint is satisfied.
Algorithm 1: The MISS Framework
Input: Dataset D, analytical function f , error bound  with error
probability δ, and error metric d.
Output: Sample S $ D such that the approximation error
dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤  with probability 1 − δ.
1 P← ∅
2 n← Initialize ()
3 while True do
4 S ← Sample (D,n)
5 e← Estimate (S , d, f , δ)
6 if e ≤  then return S
7 else
8 P← P ∪ {(n, e)}
9 n← Predict (P, )
The details of the MISS framework in shown in Algorithm 1. The
MISS framework first generates an initial guess of the sample size in
Line 2. Then in each iteration, the framework draws a sample of the
generated size in Line 4. Next, it estimates the approximation error
in terms of the sample in Line 5. Afterwards, it tests whether the
error constraint is satisfied in Line 6. If the constraint is satisfied, it
returns the selected sample of optimal size successfully. Otherwise,
in Line 8, the estimated error and the sample size is collected as the
error profile defined as
P =
{(
n( j), e( j)
)∣∣∣∣1 ≤ j ≤ k} (7)
for prediction, where l is the number of iterations. Within error pro-
file, n( j) denotes the size of the sample in iteration j, and e( j) denotes
the approximation error estimated in iteration j. Finally, it generates
the predicted optimal sample size using the error model in Line 9.
With testing mechanism, this framework ensures to terminate with
the constraints satisfied.
The MISS framework is general enough to allow users to design the
subroutines to meet their needs, i.e., the Initialize, Sample, Estimate,
and Predict subroutines. The interfaces and functionalities of these
subroutines are defined as follows.
• Initialize: it generates an initial guess of the sample size. For a bet-
ter prediction, the initial guess typically should better be a sequence
of sample sizes rather than a single value. The goal of determining
initial guesses is to make predictions more accurate and reliable
without compromising much of efficiency.
• Sample: it takes a sample S randomly from the original dataset D
of size n.
• Estimate: it estimates the error e of the approximate result with
error probability δ in terms of the analytical function f evaluated
on the sample S measured by the error metric d. Typically, relax-
ing the assumptions required by error estimation methods helps to
enlarge the range of applications of the SSO algorithm.
• Predict: it predicts the optimal sample size n using the error model.
It uses the error profile P to fit the model, then apply the model to
find the optimum in terms of the total sample size C subject to the
error constraint. Specific models only work for specific categories
of data, analytical functions and error metrics. When the model
fails, the Predict subroutine recognizes the failure and returns an
error.
According to the statistical properties and the performance require-
ments of the query to be processed, data analysts are able to develop
specific SSO algorithms fit for their needs based on the MISS frame-
work. As we will show in Section 4, for a specific scenario, by im-
plementing the subroutines, a concrete SSO algorithm can be derived
specifically. Moreover, as shown in Section 5, by extending the al-
gorithm, we proposed a family of algorithms that work under various
error metrics.
4. FINDING OPTIMAL SAMPLE SIZES
In this section, we propose a concrete SSO algorithm for the L2
norm error metric dL2 , called L2Miss, based on the MISS framework
proposed in Section 3 and utilizing the error model described in Sec-
tion 2.2. The L2 norm error dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
is defined as the L2 norm of
approximation errors of all groups. Specifically,
dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
=
√
m∑
i=1
(
θˆi − θi
)2
(8)
Under the MISS framework, the L2Miss algorithm is developed by
implementing the subroutines declared in Section 3. To illustrate the
L2Miss algorithm, we first introduce the sampling and the error esti-
mation methods in order. Then, we show how to predict the optimal
sample size in a model-guided approach. Finally, we present how to
initialize the error profile to make better predictions without compro-
mising much of efficiency.
4.1 Sampling
For sampling, To reduce the total sample size especially when the
data size differs substantially for each group [29], we use uniform
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stratified sampling, which takes a sample of size ni from each group
in D uniformly at random. By controlling the sample size of each
group individually, the total size of samples can be largely reduced.
To obtain a stratified sample, almost all existing data management
platforms, such as Apache Spark [37], require a full scan. This is for
two reasons. On one hand, the random sampling method offered by
them is typically Bernoulli sampling [15], which assigns a probabil-
ity to each record to determine whether it should be included in the
sample. On the other hand, the GROUP BY clause requires to exam-
ine the group-by attributes for each record to determine which group
it belongs to. However, full scans can be rather expensive when the
data size is large.
Fortunately, we are able to avoid full scans in sampling by adopting
two techniques: first, we use gap sampling [14], which assigns a prob-
ability only to the records in the sample instead of to all records; then,
we use inverted index [34] on group-by attributes to avoid full scans
to examine group membership. Specifically, we perform sampling
on each inverted list for each combination of values of the group-by
attributes and obtain the stratified sample using the index.
4.2 Error Estimation
For maximum applicability, we choose the bootstrap [12] for esti-
mation. It does not make any assumption on the specific distribution
of the data D or the specific analytical function f , while only requires
some weak regularity conditions to work as expected.
The bootstrap operates as follows [36]: to estimate the error of a
statistic T computed by the analytical function f , it draws B resam-
ples S ∗b, b = 1, 2, . . . ,m, from the original sample S with replacement,
each of the same size as S . For each resample, compute the estimate
T ∗b on S
∗
b in the same way as computing T on S . Then it approxi-
mates the true sampling distribution of T , i.e., F (t) = Pr {T ≤ t} by
empirical distribution F (t) = (1/B)
∑B
b=1 I
{
T ∗b ≤ t
}
, where I denotes
the indicator random variable. The 1 − δ confidence region can be
obtained by taking the 1 − δ quantile of F (t).
The correctness of the bootstrap depends on the consistency of ap-
proximating the true distribution F (t) with the empirical distribution
F (t). The conditions required by the bootstrap is given by the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma 3. Let θ be the parameter to be estimated. Under weak
assumptions [36], the bootstrap estimates the approximation error
with respect to θ consistently.
We call the difference between the estimated and the true approxima-
tion error the estimation error. The estimation error is introduced by
the bootstrap method and converges to 0 in probability when the boot-
strap is consistent. In such cases, we are ensured that the bootstrap is
performed correctly.
Even though the assumptions required by the bootstrap is much
weaker compared to other error estimation methods such as the normality-
based ones, it is still possible that the bootstrap fails. When this
happens, we would have to seeking alternative solution to provide
approximate query results. Two typical cases that the bootstrap is
known to fail are as follows.
• Estimating MIN and MAX [2]: In such cases, we suggest to approx-
imate MIN and MAX with the α and 1 − α quantiles respectively, of
which the error can be correctly estimated by the bootstrap, where
α is a relatively small fraction.
• Estimating heavy-tailed data [36]: In such cases, e.g., estimating
the AVG of the Pareto-distributed [8] data, we might have to turn to
concentration inequalities to estimate the error.
As will be discussed in Section 4.3.4, we are able to develop di-
agnostic methods to discover the cases that the bootstrap fails to be
consistent by checking the parameter of the model, and therefore can
avoid returning unreliable query results to users.
4.3 Prediction
4.3.1 Applying the Model
We now consider applying the error model H (n;β) in Section 2.2
when the error metric is dL2 . Since the model is derived under er-
ror metric dg, we need to approximate dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
with dg
(
θˆ, θ
)
. The
following theorem shows that such approximation is reasonable.
Theorem 4. ∀ > 0, if dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ ,
∣∣∣∣dL2 (θˆ, θ) − dg (θˆ, θ)∣∣∣∣ ≤ .
Proof. Since 0 ≤ dg
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ max1≤i≤m
∣∣∣θˆi − θi∣∣∣ ≤ dL2 (θˆ, θ), we
have
∣∣∣∣dL2 (θˆ, θ) − dg (θˆ, θ)∣∣∣∣ ≤ dL2 (θˆ, θ) ≤ .
We call
∣∣∣∣dL2 (θˆ, θ) − dg (θˆ, θ)∣∣∣∣ the model error. The theorem implies
that, when the approximation error dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
is sufficiently small, so
is the model error. In real-world applications, users typically would
like to ensure that the approximation error is small enough. In such
cases, it is reasonable to apply the model.
4.3.2 Model Fitting
With the model H (n;β) at hand, we would like to figure out the
best value of the parameter H (n;β). To estimate the model param-
eter β, we attempt to minimize the MSE between the error profile
observed and the model. Therefore, in the k-th iteration of the algo-
rithm, the problem of fitting H (n;β) is formalized as
βˆ = arg min
β
∥∥∥N˜β − E∥∥∥
2
(9)
where E =
(
e(1) e(2) · · · e(k)
)T
and N˜ =
(
n˜(1) n˜(2) · · · n˜(k)
)T
.
By the normal equation [31], the solution of Equation 9, denoted by
βˆo, is given by
βˆo =
(
N˜TN˜
)−1
N˜TE. (10)
However, as mentioned in Section 4.3.1, we actually approximate
dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
with dg
(
θˆ, θ
)
. Therefore, to obtain a better model, we need
to calibrate our model to minimize the model error. According to
Theorem 4, we assign larger weights to error records with larger sam-
ple sizes in the error profile P since the corresponding model error is
smaller such that the overall model error is also smaller.
Therefore, to obtain a better the model, we penalize each record in
the error profile by multiplying each residual ξ(k) by a weight wk =∑m
i=1 n
(k)
i , which is proportional to the sample size in regression. The
resulting problem is called weighted least square (WLS) regression [35].
For that, we introduce a diagonal matrix Wk×k with diagonal entries
w1,w2, . . . ,wk such that the solution of the weighted version of the
fitting problem is given by
βˆw =
(
N˜TWN˜
)−1
N˜TWE. (11)
We use βˆw as the estimator of β in our algorithm and denote it as βˆ
for convenience in the remaining sections.
4.3.3 Making Predictions
After the model H (n;β) is fitted, we are able to apply the model to
predict the optimal sample size to avoid unnecessary searching over-
heads. Our goal is to minimize the total sample size for a given sample
size n subject to the error constraint. In order to predict the optimal
sample size, we solve the approximate version of the SSO problem
in Definition 1 by using the model H (n;β) to approximate the error
dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
, which is formalized as
min
n
C (n) s.t. H (n;β) ≤ log  (12)
where  is the user-defined error bound, the total sample size C (n) =
1Tn and the error model H (n;β) = βTn˜.
The approximate problem in Equation 12 is a constrained nonlinear
optimization problem, which has no closed-form solutions in general.
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However, by using the method of Lagrange multipliers [31], a closed-
form solution can be derived for this specific problem such that the
overhead of successive approximation required by conventional opti-
mization algorithms can be avoided.
To apply the method of Lagrange multipliers, we first define the
Lagrange function of the approximate problem as
L (n; λ) = 1Tn − λ
(
βTn˜ − log 
)
such that the minimum of L (n; λ) is exactly the solution of the ap-
proximate problem in Equation 12. Using calculus, finding the mini-
mum of L (n; λ) is equivalent to solving the following equations.
∂L
∂ni
= 1 − λβi 1ni = 0,
∂L
∂λ
= βTn˜ − log  = 0
where i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Solving the equations above gives the predicted
optimal sample size nˆ =
(
nˆ1 nˆ2 · · · nˆm
)T
, where
nˆi = βi exp
(
β0 −∑mi=1 βi log βi − log ∑m
i=1 βi
)
. (13)
In real world, since we do not know β exactly, we use its estimator
βˆ in its place. Also, since sizes are all integers, we take the nearest
integer of nˆi as our next guess of the sample size in the next iteration
of the algorithm.
4.3.4 Failure Diagnostic
Even though the L2Miss algorithm has a considerably wide range
of applications, it is still possible that the algorithm fails to estimate
the optimal sample size properly, which is mainly due to the following
reasons:
1. The predicted sample size is too large such that the algorithm
may run out of resources (e.g., time and space).
2. The predicted sample size does not keep increasing such that
the error constraint can never be satisfied.
Fortunately, using the error model, we are able to detect and re-
cover from the cases of failure beforehand. For that, we introduce a
threshold τ > 0 and claim failures occur when
∑m
i=1 βˆi ≤ τ since we
do not know βi exactly. Such failures indicate that each βi is close to
0. Therefore, no matter how the sample size is increased, the approx-
imation error would almost not decrease. There are several reasons
for such failures, such as the inconsistency of the estimator or the
estimated approximation error. We call such failures to be unrecov-
erable. In such cases, the algorithm should raise an exception and
exit.
Another type of failures is recoverable. Recoverable failures are
typically caused by skewness, which means that for some groups, the
increase of the sample size has little or negative effect on error re-
duction. Recoverable failures are indicated by the existence of some
βˆi < 0. Such failures would make the prediction subroutine fail to
work properly since Equation 13 requires that each βˆi > 0 to take
logarithms.
Fortunately, we are able to recover from such failures by making
all βˆi equal to eliminate negative values. Note that such adjustment
would not compromise accuracy. This is because even though the
predicted sample size of groups with negative or almost zero βˆi is
increased by increasing βˆi in Equation 13, it still has little effect in re-
ducing the error. As a result, the sample size of other groups would al-
most not change in order to satisfy the error constraint. Therefore, the
overall sample size, i.e., the total sample size, would only increase,
and the error would only decrease as a consequence.
The diagnostic algorithm is formalized as Algorithm 2. It first de-
termine whether an unrecoverable failure happens. If it does, the al-
gorithm exits abnormally with a failure to notify the user. Otherwise,
it detects whether the failure is recoverable. If so, the algorithm try to
recover from the failure by calibrating the estimated parameter. Oth-
erwise, there is no failure, then it returns the estimated parameter as
it is.
Algorithm 2: Diagnostic
Input: Estimated parameter βˆ and threshold τ.
Output: The calibrated estimate βˆ.
1 if
∑m
i=1 βˆi ≤ τ then return failure
2 else if min1≤i≤m βˆi ≤ 0 then
3 for i← 1 to m do
4 βˆi ← ∑mi=1 βˆi/m
5 return βˆ
4.4 Initialization
The initialization process is to generate a sequence of initial sam-
ple sizes N whose length is l such that the error profile can be ini-
tialized for model fitting. To obtain a better model, we want the
MSE of the estimator βˆ, i.e., E
∥∥∥βˆ − β∥∥∥2 is minimized. Since βˆ is
unbiased, the MSE of βˆ is proportional to the trace of the variance-
covariance matrix of βˆ, which is denoted by tr
(
Cov βˆ
)
[9]. For sim-
plification, we assume here that all groups are mutually independent
and all weights in W are equal such that for each group i and suffi-
ciently large Ni, minimizing tr
(
Cov βˆ
)
can be approximated by min-
imizing all pii = (ENi)2 /DNi where Ni =
(
n(1)i n
(2)
i · · · n(l)i
)T
,
ENi = (1/l)
∑l
j=1 n
j
i , and DNi = (1/l)
∑l
j=1
(
n ji − ENi
)2
[35].
To minimize pii, we employ the Bhatia-Davis inequality [6] that
DNi ≤ (max Ni − ENi) (ENi −min Ni) .
Equality holds when all the n( j)i are equal to either min Ni or max Ni
where max Ni and min Ni denote the maximum and the minimum of
n( j)i in the vector Ni respectively. Therefore, plugging the maximum
of DNi into pii gives
pii ≥ (ENi)
2
(max Ni − ENi) (ENi −min Ni) .
Using calculus, the right hand side of the inequality above is mini-
mized when
ENi =
2
1
min Ni
+ 1max Ni
(14)
To determine n(1)i , n
(2)
i , . . . , n
(l)
i , suppose that Lmin of all the n
( j)
i are
equal to min Ni and the remaining lmax = l − lmin of them are equal to
max Ni, then by the definition of ENi,
ENi =
lmin min Ni + lmax max Ni
l
(15)
Combining Equation 14 and Equation 15 gives
lmax
lmin
=
min Ni
max Ni
(16)
From better performance, we cannot let n( j)i become too large. There-
fore, we limit all the n( j)i to be within the same interval In = [nmin, nmax].
We call In the initialization interval. By our argument above, n
( j)
i
should be equal to either nmin or nmax. According to Equation 16, we
sample each size n( j)i from a distribution with probability distribution
Φn such that
Φn (nmin) =
nmax
nmin + nmax
, Φn (nmax) =
nmin
nmin + nmax
(17)
To obtain sample size of all groups, we repeat the process for m times
where m is the number of groups.
To determine l and In, we suggest heuristically that l should at least
be larger than m + 1 for regression while should not be too large for
better efficiency, nmin should be large enough to make the bootstrap
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work properly [16], and nmax should be orders of magnitude smaller
than the optimal size for better performance.
4.5 The Algorithm and Analysis
4.5.1 Algorithm Description
By combining the implementations of all the components of the
MISS framework described above, we now give the formal descrip-
tion of the L2Miss algorithm, which finds the optimal sample size
satisfying the error constraint.
Algorithm 3: The L2Miss algorithm
Input: Dataset D, analytical function f , error bound  with error
probability δ, the number of bootstrap samples B,
initialization interval In = [nmin, nmax], and the length of
initial sequence l.
Output: A sample S $ D with optimal size.
1 k ← 1
2 Compute Φn by Equation 17 from In
3 m← the number of groups in D
4 while True do
5 if k ≤ l then
6 n← Random (Φn,m) // initialization
7 else
8 Compute βˆ by Equation 11 // model fitting
9 β← Diagnostic
(
βˆ, τ
)
by Algorithm 2
10 n← nˆ by Equation 13 // making predictions
11 S ← StratifiedSample (D,n) // sampling
12 e← Bootstrap (S , f , δ, B) // error estimation
13 P← P ∪ {(n, e)}
14 if e ≤  then return S
15 k ← k + 1
The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. The algorithm follows the
sample-estimate-predict loop as described in Algorithm 1. The algo-
rithm first generates a sample size n. The mechanism of generating
sample sizes can be divided into two phases according to the value
of k: (i) in the first phase (Line 6), when k ≤ l, the algorithm gen-
erates sample sizes randomly from the interval In for initialization;
and (ii) in the second phase (Lines 8–10), the algorithm predicts the
optimal sample size according to the error profile constructed from
previous observation. After obtaining the sample size n, it draws a
stratified sample from the dataset D of the generated sample size n
in Line 11. Then, it estimates the approximation error using boot-
strapping in Line 12 and adds the new error record (n, e) to the error
profile P in Line 13. Next, it tests whether the error constraint is sat-
isfied in Line 14 as in Algorithm 1 for the current sample size using
the prediction interval. If so, the algorithm returns successfully with
the required sample. Otherwise, the algorithm continues with the next
iteration.
For sample size prediction, L2Miss adopts a model-guided approach,
i.e., it first fits the error model using Equation 11. Then it diagnoses
whether it fails and tries to recover from the failure. If a failure hap-
pens and is unrecoverable, the algorithm exits abnormally. Other-
wise, it calibrate the parameter if necessary. Afterwards, it predict the
optimal sample size by minimizing the total sample size subject to
the approximated error constraint using the error model, i.e., to solve
Equation 12, and use the result as the predicted sample size in the
current iteration.
4.5.2 Analysis
Accuracy: We first show that the L2Miss algorithm is accurate, which
means that it correctly finds the sample size satisfying the predefined
error constraint. To simplify our discussion, first note that if any fail-
ure happens, it can always be detected by setting the threshold τ suf-
ficiently large. Therefore, we assume that no failure happens in our
proof such that the estimated parameter βˆ1, βˆ2, . . . , βˆm are positive.
We first argue that, in each iteration k in the prediction phase, i.e.,
k > l, if the sample size n(k) does not satisfy the error constraint,
which means that the model underestimates the error at n(k), then in
the (k + 1)th iteration, the sample size n(k+1) would be increased such
that the error would continue to decrease. The above claim is formally
stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 5. In iteration k > l, if the sample size n(k) does not satisfy
the error constraint, then in iteration (k + 1), the sample size n(k+1) >
n(k), which means that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, n(k)i < n(k+1)i .
Proof. We denote the estimated parameter in iteration k and (k +
1) as βˆ
(k)
and βˆ
(k+1)
respectively. The difference between βˆ(k) and
βˆ
(k+1)
is due to adding the error record
(
n(k), e(k)
)
to the error pro-
file to fit the model. This is equivalent to first (i) add an error record(
n(k),H
(
n(k); βˆ
(k)
))
to the profile, then (ii) change the value the record
to
(
n(k), e(k)
)
.
In step (i), note that it would not change βˆ
(k)
since the residual
at n(k) is 0, and H
(
n(k); βˆ
(k)
)
= log  since n(k) is optimal in iter-
ation k. In step (ii), we perform linear regression with loss func-
tion J (β) =
∑k
i=1 ξ
(i)2. Since the error constraint is not satisfied, we
have log e(k) > log  = H
(
n(k); βˆ
(k)
)
. We assume that the residual
ξ(k) = H
(
n(k); βˆ
(k)
)
− log e(k) < 0 without loss of generality, the par-
tial derivative ∂J/∂ξ(k) = 2ξ(k) < 0. It means to minimize J (β), ξ(k)
should be increased, and so as H
(
n(k); βˆ
(k+1)
)
when β = βˆ
(k+1)
com-
pared to βˆ
(k)
. Afterwards, to satisfy the error constraint, the algorithm
predicts n(k+1) where the error is predicted to be smaller than the one
at n(k). To show that n(k+1) > n(k), note that in the model H
(
n;β(k+1)
)
,
βˆi > 0 and ∂H/∂n
(k+1)
i = βˆ
(k+1)
i > 0 for every group i = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
which means that to let the values H
(
n;β(k+1)
)
decrease from where
n = n(k) to where n = n(k+1), there exists some 1 ≤ i ≤ m such
that n(k+1)i > n
(k)
i . Moreover, by Equation 13, for all j = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
ni/n j = βˆ
(k+1)
i /βˆ
(k+1)
j > 0. Therefore, all n j also would be increased.
In conclusion, n(k+1) > n(k).
Using the lemma above, we are able to show the correctness of the
L2Miss algorithm by arguing that, the algorithm will keep increasing
the sample size such that the error keeps decreasing until the error
constraint is unsatisfied. Therefore, the algorithm finds the optimal
sample size with regards to the error constraint, which is stated in
Theorem 6. We omit the proof due to the limit of space.
Theorem 6. Given that no failure happens, Algorithm 3 correctly
finds the optimal sample size satisfying the given error constraint.
Proof. In each iteration, the algorithm tests whether the error con-
straint is satisfied by comparing the error bound  with the estimated
approximation error e. If the constraint is satisfied, then it returns and
the theorem is trivially correct. Otherwise, since we assume that there
is no failure, which implies that the error e is correctly estimated and
converges to 0 in probability. Then there exists n′ > 0 such that the
corresponding error at n satisfies the error constraint, i.e., e′ < . By
Lemma 5, since the sample size continues to increase in every itera-
tion in the prediction phase, there must exists a certain iteration K > l
such that n(K) > n′, which implies that e(K) < e′ < . Therefore, the
error constraint is satisfied in iteration at most K.
Efficiency: We then show that the the L2Miss algorithm is efficient
in terms of both total sample size and computational complexity. As
before, we assume that no failure happens to simplify the discussion.
In terms of total sample size, we claim that the L2Miss algorithm
finds near-optimal sample sizes satisfying the error constraint. To
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show that, we first argue that the the difference between any predicted
sample size n(k) and the optimal size n′ can be arbitrarily small when
n(k) becomes sufficiently large. This is because that the difference is
caused by mainly the following two factor: (i) the model error intro-
duced by approximating dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
with dg
(
θˆ, θ
)
, and (ii) the estima-
tion error introduced by the bootstrap method. By Theorem 4 and
the consistency of the bootstrap, both types of error converge to 0 in
probability.
In terms of computational complexity, we show that the L2Miss al-
gorithm is efficient. First we claim that the number of iterations of the
L2Miss algorithm is upper bounded by the difference of two predicted
sample sizes in the beginning and at the end of the prediction phase,
which is formally stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let K be the total number of iterations in Algorithm 3.
Then K ≤ l+1+n(K)−n(l+1), where l is the length of the initial sample
size sequence, and the difference of two sample sizes in any pair of
iterations i, j is defined as n(i) − n( j) = max1≤i≤m
(
n(i)i − n( j)i
)
.
Proof. Note that n(l+1) and n(K) is the first and the last sample size
generated in the prediction phase in Algorithm 3. As a result, K ≥
l + 1, which implies that n(K) > n(l+1) by Lemma 5. To obtain an
upper bound of K − l, which is exactly the number of predictions
Algorithm 3 makes, note that by Lemma 5, in each iteration of the
prediction phase, the sample size of each group increases by at least 1.
Therefore, to reach n(K) from n(l+1) would require at most n(K) − n(l+1)
iterations, i.e., K− l ≤ n(K)−n(l+1) +1, which completes the proof.
The difference between any two predicted sample size, in particu-
lar, n(K) and n(l+1), is no larger than twice of the maximum of all the
difference between the predicted and the optimal sample size. There-
fore, as discussed above, n(K) − n(l+1) can also be arbitrarily small
when the sample size is sufficiently large. As a result, the number of
iterations in the prediction phase K − l can be also arbitrarily small,
which means that, with only a few predictions, the algorithm is able
to find a near-optimal sample size satisfying the error constraint.
Using the upper bound of the number of iterations K in Lemma 7,
we give the computational complexity of the L2Miss algorithm in the
following theorem.
Theorem 8. Let K be the total number of iterations in Algorithm 3.
The expected running time of Algorithm 3 is
O
B (l · m · nmax + (K − l) C (n(K))) + K∑
k=l+1
Qk,m
 (18)
where O
(
Qk,m
)
is the worst-case running time for k−observation and
m−variate linear regression [36].
Proof. In iteration k of Algorithm 3, the sampling method takes
O
(
C
(
n(k)
))
expected time using gap sampling [14] with indexing, the
Bootstrap method takes O
(
B ·C
(
n(k)
))
time in the worst case where
B is the number of bootstrap samples. The algorithm takes O
(
Qk,m
)
time to fit the parameter and O (m) time for diagnostic and generating
predictions. In general, O (m) ⊆ O (Qk,m) Therefore, the algorithm
takes O
(
B ·C
(
n(k)
)
+ Qk,m
)
time in iteration k.
To figure out the total time for Algorithm 3, note that out of the K
iterations, the first l iterations are in the initialization phase, where the
total sample size C
(
n(k)
)
≤ m·nmax, while the last K−l iterations are in
the prediction phase, where the total sample size C
(
n(k)
)
≤ C
(
n(K)
)
by
Lemma 5. Therefore, substituting C
(
n(k)
)
and summing all iterations
gives exactly Equation 18 in the theorem.
The theorem above shows that the algorithm is computationally ef-
ficient, since its running time only depends on the sample size, which
is near-optimal, rather than the size of the entire data.
5. EXTENSIONS
In this section, we extend the L2Miss algorithm to accommodate
other error metrics under the MISS framework.
5.1 Basic Idea
Suppose that the new error constraint to be satisfied is defined in
terms of error metric d′ with error bound ′, while our L2Miss algo-
rithm is defined in terms of L2 norm error, denoted by dL2 with error
bound . The following lemma gives a necessary condition that the
error constraint in terms of d′ holds.
Lemma 9. Suppose, for error probability δ, Pr
{
dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ ′
}
≥
1 − δ, then Pr
{
d′
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ 
}
≥ 1 − δ if R ⊆ R′.
R = {v|d′ (v, θ) ≤ } , R′ = {v|dL2 (v, θ) ≤ ′} (19)
Proof. By the definition of probability, R ⊆ R′ implies that Pr
{
θˆ ∈ R′
}
≥
Pr
{
θˆ ∈ R
}
≥ 1 − δ.
Lemma 9 implies that, in order to find the optimal sample size with
regards to d′, all we need is to find the equivalent error bound ′ such
that R ⊆ R′, and then call the L2Miss algorithm to find the optimal
sample size with error bound ′. The process is formally stated in
Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: Extending the L2Miss algorithm
Input: User-defined error bound ′ and the error bound
conversion function Γ defined interms of d′
Output: A sample S of optimal size.
1 ′ ← Γ ()
2 Return the result of calling L2Miss with error bound ′
We define an error bound conversion function Γ, which converts the
user-given error bound  in terms of the new metric d′ to the equiva-
lent error bound ′ in terms of dL2 such that R ⊆ R′ in Lemma 9 holds.
Once we know d′ specifically, finding Γ is not hard.
Algorithm 4 only serves as a framework. In order to obtain a con-
crete sample size optimization algorithm, we need to find the error
bound conversion function Γ. In the remaining of this section, we
will show in detail how to extend L2Miss to work with other widely-
used error metrics by finding suitable Γ.
5.2 Maximum Error
One error metric that is also commonly used is the maximum of
errors of all groups. With such metric, users are guaranteed that the
approximation error is no more than some predefined bounds. The
maximum error of θˆ with respect to the true one θ is defined as
dL∞
(
θˆ, θ
)
= max
1≤i≤m
(
θˆi − θi
)
,
which is exactly the L∞ norm of the errors.
To convert a given error bound  in terms of dL∞ into the error
bound ′ such that dL∞
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤  if dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ ′, we define the
conversion function as Γ () = . We denote the algorithm that finds
optimal sample sizes for dL∞ as MaxMiss. To show the correctness of
the MaxMiss algorithm, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 10. For all  > 0, dL∞
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤  if dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ .
Proof. Immediate from the fact that the L2 norm is no larger than
the L∞ norm, i.e., max1≤i≤m
(
θˆi − θi
)
≤
√∑m
i=1
(
θˆi − θi
)2
.
Moreover, to support other Lp norms as error metrics, denoted by
dLp where p ≥ 1, observe that for all p > 2, dLp
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
and
dL1
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ √m · dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
where m is the number of groups [24]. By
taking advantage of such inequalities, the corresponding conversion
functions can be derived trivially.
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5.3 Ordering
In many scenarios, we want approximate results to preserve the
same order as the true one in order to, for example, answer approx-
imate Top-k queries or to visualize analytical results with accurate
trends[23]. Such requirement can be formalize as the correct-ordering
property [23], which is defined as follows.
Definition 3. Suppose that θη1 ≤ θη2 ≤ · · · ≤ θηm for a true query
result θ, the approximate query result θˆ preserves the correct-ordering
property with respect to θ if θˆη1 ≤ θˆη2 ≤ · · · ≤ θˆηm where η1, η2, . . . , ηm
is a permutation of 1, 2, . . . ,m.
In order to provide ordering guarantee using the MISS framework,
we consider ordering as an implicit error metric and the correct-ordering
property as an error bound defined in terms of θˆ, i.e., 
(
θˆ
)
, instead of
a predefined constant. The reason of doing so is that the difference
between θ and θˆ needs to be small enough to preserve such property.
To find the conversion function Γ, we treat θ as a point in a m-
dimensional space. The coordinates are denoted by x1, x2, . . . , xm.
We define the conversion function Γ
(

(
θˆ
))
= min1≤i< j≤m ρi j where ρi j
denotes the distance from the point θˆ to the hyperplane xi = x j. We
denote the algorithm that finds optimal sample sizes preserving the
correct-ordering property as OrderMiss.
The following theorem claims the correctness of the OrderMiss
algorithm.
Theorem 11. θˆ preserves the correct-ordering property if
dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ min
1≤i< j≤m
ρi j (20)
where ρi j denotes the distance from θˆ to the hyperplane xi = x j.
Proof. Observe that the
(
m
2
)
hyperplanes xi = x j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m,
divide the m-dimensional space into 2
(
m
2
)
subspaces, each of which
determines a unique order of the m coordinates of a point in the space.
Therefore, θˆ preserves the same order as θ if and only if they fall into
the same subspaces.
We prove that θˆ and θ are in the same subsapce if dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤
min1≤i< j≤m ρi j by contradiction. Suppose that θˆ and θ are in different
subspaces. Then there exists a hyperplane xηi = xη j , 1 ≤ ηi < η j ≤ m,
such that θˆ and θ are on the different sides of xηi = xη j . Therefore
dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
> ρηiη j , which contradicts with Equation 20.
In order to apply the error bound conversion function, one naive
algorithm is to enumerate all pairs of i, j, compute the distance ρi j by
its definition and find the minimum, which takes O
(
m2
)
time where
m is the number of groups. We propose a more efficient algorithm
called OrderBound that finds the error bound in O
(
m log m
)
time if a
comparison-based sorting algorithm is used. OrderBound first sorts
the m entries of θˆ, then returns the minimum of the difference of every
two adjacent entries of the sorted vector as the minimum of difference
of all pairs of entries. The details of the OrderBound algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 5.
Since θˆ is random, to make the OrderMiss algorithm more reli-
able, it is beneficial to repeat computing θˆ for multiple times on dif-
ferent samples and take the average before using Algorithm 5 for error
bound conversion.
The correctness of the OrderBound algorithm follows the theorem
below.
Theorem 12. Suppose θˆη1 ≤ θˆη2 ≤ · · · ≤ θˆηm where η1, η2, . . . , ηm
is a permutation of 1, 2, . . . ,m, then
min
1≤i< j≤m
ρi j =
1√
2
min
1≤k≤m−1
(
θˆηk+1 − θˆηk
)
Algorithm 5: OrderBound
Input: Approximate query result θˆ.
Output: Error bound ′ such that θˆ preserves the correct
ordering property if dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ ′.
1 θˆ
∗
= Sort
(
θˆ
)
// θˆ∗i+1 ≥ θˆ∗i , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
2 ρ← new (m − 1)-dimensional vector
3 for i← 1 to m − 1 do
4 ρi ← θˆ∗i+1 − θˆ∗i
5 return (min1≤i≤m−1 ρi) /
√
2
Proof. By definition, the distance ρi j is the projection of θˆ onto
the normal vector of the hyperplane xi = x j [?]. Therefore, ρi j =∣∣∣θˆi − θˆi∣∣∣ /√2, which implies mini, j ρi j = mini, j ∣∣∣θˆi − θˆ j∣∣∣ /√2. Suppose
for contradiction that ηk, η′k = arg mini, j
∣∣∣θˆi − θˆ j∣∣∣ and θˆηk ≤ θˆη′k while
η′k , ηk+1 without loss of generality. Then by definition, θˆηk ≤ θˆηk+1 ≤
θˆη′k . Therefore, θˆηk+1 − θˆηk ≤ θˆη′k − θˆηk , which contradicts with the
definition of ηk, η′k.
5.4 Maximal Difference Error
Sometimes, ensuring the correct-ordering property is not enough
for analytical tasks such as visualization. This is because the differ-
ence between every pair of groups of approximate results might differ
largely, such that it is difficult to draw valid quantitative conclusions
on the trends of some parameters of the data even though they pre-
serves the same order as the true results.
Therefore, a property stronger than the correct-ordering property
is required to quantify trends. We define the approximate result θˆ to
have bounded maximal difference error if and only if the maximum
of the approximation error of any two groups is bounded, which is
formalized as follows.
Definition 4. The maximum difference error of an approximate query
result θˆ with respect to the true result θ is defined as
d∆
(
θˆ, θ
)
= max
1≤i, j≤m
∣∣∣∣(θˆi − θˆ j) − (θi − θ j)∣∣∣∣ (21)
To convert an error bound in terms of d∆ to the error bound in
terms of dL2 , we define the conversion function Γ () = /
√
2. The
algorithm that finds the optimal sample sizes for d∆ is denoted as
DiffMiss. The correctness of the DiffMiss algorithm follows the fol-
lowing theorem.
Theorem 13. ∀ > 0, d∆
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤  if dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ /√2.
Proof. Since the objective function d∆
(
θˆ, θ
)
and the feasible re-
gion dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ /√2 are symmetric, the maxima and the minima
of all ∆i j =
(
θˆi − θˆ j
)
−
(
θi − θ j
)
are equal where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m. To
find the maximum and the minimum of ∆i j, we use the method of
Lagrange multipliers and optimizing the Lagrange function L
(
θˆ; λ
)
=
∆i j−λ
(
dL2
(
θˆ, θ
)
− /√2
)
. Solving the equations that ∂L/∂ θˆi = 0, i =
1, 2, . . . ,m and ∂L/∂λ = 0 gives that the maximum and the minimum
of ∆i j is ,− respectively. Therefore the maximum of
∣∣∣∆i j∣∣∣ is , which
implies that d∆
(
θˆ, θ
)
≤ .
6. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the L2Miss algorithm as its extensions
empirically and compare them with the state-of-the-art AQP algo-
rithms. All the experiments are performed on a Linux server with one
16-core, 32-thread CPU, 32GB memory and 2TB hard disk space.
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6.1 Evaluation Criteria
We first introduce the criteria in the experiments to evaluate our
algorithms as well as other AQP algorithms in terms of both accuracy
and efficiency respectively.
For accuracy, we introduce simulated confidence as an indicator of
whether the error constraint is satisfied. The simulated confidence
for an approximate query result is computed as follows: for a spe-
cific sample size given by an AQP system, we draw a large number,
i.e. 1000 in general, of samples of such size, compute the analytical
results on each sample. The simulated confidence, denoted by cˆ, is
defined as the frequency that the results satisfy the error bound. We
claim that an AQP algorithm is accurate if cˆ ≥ 1− δ, meaning that the
simulated confidence is no smaller than the user-defined confidence.
For efficiency, we introduce two indicators, i.e., the running time
and the total sample size C (n). Longer running time or larger total
sample size imply that the algorithm is less efficient. Since our algo-
rithms are stochastic, we repeat the experimental process for several
times and report the average and the standard deviation for both the
running time and the total sample size. Larger standard deviation indi-
cates that the resulting sample size may lie far away from the optimal
one, making the algorithm less reliable.
Furthermore, we also would like to evaluate the effectiveness of our
error model. For that, we use the coefficient of determination [36],
also called the r2 score, to measure the goodness of fit of a model.
The range of r2 score is (−∞, 1]. The larger r2 is, the better the model
fits the data (i.e., the error profile in this case).
6.2 Applicability Evaluation
In this section, we first demonstrate the broad applicability of the
proposed L2Miss algorithm. The applicability of other MISS-based
algorithms, including MaxMiss, NormalMiss, and DiffMiss, is the
same since they do nothing but only call L2Miss with different pa-
rameters. We test our algorithm against different data distributions
and analytical functions to see whether the algorithm returns sam-
ple sizes accurately, i.e., satisfying the user-defined error constraint.
Specifically, we consider totally six common analytical functions in
the experiments, including not only aggregate functions supported by
traditional databases, including mean (AVG), variance (VAR), median
(MEDIAN), and maximum (MAX), but also widely-used machine learn-
ing algorithms such as linear regression (LINREG) and logistic regres-
sion (LOGREG). We consider the following data distributions: the stan-
dard normal distribution (Normal), the exponential distribution with
scale 1 (Exp), the uniform distribution on range [0, 1] (Uniform),
and the Pareto distribution with scale 1, 2 and 3 (Pareto1, Pareto2,
Pareto3).
For some analytical functions, such as MEDIAN and MAX, and some
data distributions, such as Pareto1 and Pareto2, there is no closed-
form error estimation method that can be applied. And some oth-
ers, for example, MAX, Pareto1, and Pareto2, the bootstrap is not able
to provide consistent error estimation, as pointed out in Section 4.2.
Therefore, in the following experiments, we will test our algorithm
against such extreme cases in order to see whether the results are con-
sistent with the theory.
6.2.1 Analytical Functions and Data Distributions
In the first part, we evaluate our L2Miss algorithm for various com-
binations of the analytical functions and data distributions described
above. We denote each cases by a function-distribution name pair.
For each case,we examine the simulated confidence cˆ and the r2 score
to see the accuracy of the algorithm and the effectiveness the model
respectively.
Moreover, we set the parameter of L2Miss in Algorithm 3 in the
following way.  is set to be a relative error bound ∗ times the value
of the true analytical result, which is computed prior to the experi-
ment, and ∗ is set to 0.05 for LOGREG and 0.01 for other analytical
functions. We set δ = 0.05, B = 500, In = [4000, 8000], and l = 20.
The number of tuples in this experiment is 100 million.
Figure 1 shows our results for all function-distribution pairs de-
scribed above. The function-distribution pairs underlined are the cases
where the bootstrap cannot estimate the approximation error correctly
(i.e., Lemma 3 does not apply). The upper plot shows the simulated
confidence for all cases, and the lower plot demonstrates the corre-
sponding r2 scores. Ideally, the simulated confidence should be close
to 1 − δ = 0.95, and the r2 score should be close to 1 when the al-
gorithm performs satisfactorily. Otherwise, the simulated confidence
would be far away from 0.95, which indicates that the algorithm pro-
duces sample size either too small to be accurate, or too large to be
efficient, and the r2 score would be far away from 1.
As seen in the results, our L2Miss algorithm demonstrates its board
applicability on a range of data generating distributions and analyt-
ical functions. Specifically, the algorithm finds optimal sample size
accurately for 25 out of 36 cases. When the bootstrap guarantee to
be consistent, i.e., the 21 cases that are not underlined, the simulated
confidence of our algorithm is close to 0.95 and the r2 score is close to
1, meaning that it finds the optimal sample sizes accurately for these
cases. For the cases that the bootstrap is not consistent, no closed-
form method can be applied, while our algorithm is still accurate for
the 4 out of 15 cases, for example, AVG-Pareto2. This is because not
only that the variance of the approximate analytical result is not in-
finity since the data size is finite, but also that our algorithm uses an
iterative approach to minimized the impact of noise.
6.2.2 Multi-group Data
In the second part, we evaluate our algorithm on the data consist-
ing of two independent groups generated by two distributions respec-
tively. Each case is denoted by a distribution-distribution name pair.
The distributions used here are the same as that described in the be-
ginning of this section, i.e., Pareto1, Pareto2, Pareto3, Exp, Normal,
and Uniform. We choose the analytical function to be AVG, which is
the most commonly used one. The data size is set to be 100 million
tuples for each group. For the parameters of the L2Miss algorithm,
we choose the relative error bound ∗ = 0.01 and others remain the
same as the previous experiment described in Section 6.2.1.
Figure 2 shows the results of the experiment for all pairs of dis-
tributions. As described in Section 6.2.1, the underlined cases are
the ones that bootstrap is not consistent theoretically. Since the two
groups are generated independently, the bootstrap estimates the error
consistently if and only if it is consistent for each group of the pair.
Also, like in Figure 1, we plot the simulated confidence cˆ and the r2
score for all cases to figure out whether our algorithm produces the
accurate sample sizes and whether our model depicts the relationship
between the approximation error and the sample size effectively.
As shown in Figure 2, the L2Miss algorithm demonstrates its capa-
bility to handle the L2 norm error metric on various data. Specifically,
among the 21 total cases, the algorithm finds optimal sample sizes in
14 cases. For the 10 cases that the bootstrap is consistent, the algo-
rithm returns accurate results, and the error model fits the error profile
quite well. For other 11 cases, such as Pareto2-Pareto3, even though
the error estimation method is inconsistent, and the r2 score is only
around 0.5, meaning that the model does not fit the profile perfectly,
our algorithm also manage to find the optimal sample size accurately.
This again shows the strong applicability of our algorithm in prac-
tice to almost all kinds of queries, even to those that is theoretically
inapplicable.
In conclusion, the two applicability experiments above demonstrate
that the L2Miss algorithm can be applied to queries for which the error
estimation method, i.e., the bootstrap, is theoretically consistent. For
other queries that do not enjoy such a decent theoretical guarantee,
few error estimation methods can be applied in theory, while our al-
gorithm may still work well in practice. This gives users enough con-
fidence to apply the algorithm to build an AQP system that is general
enough to be applied to almost all kinds of analytical tasks, ranging
from those as simple as finding averages to those as complicated as
regression and classification.
6.3 Efficiency Evaluation
In this section, we study the efficiency of our algorithms. We com-
pare the L2Miss algorithm and its extensions against several state-
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Figure 1: Applicability Evaluation for Function-Distribution Pairs. Cases where the bootstrap is theoretically inconsistent are under-
lined.
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Figure 2: Applicability Evaluation for Averages of Distribution
Pairs. Cases where the bootstrap is theoretically inconsistent are
underlined.
of-the-art sampling-based AQP algorithms based on different error
estimation methods. The AQP algorithms we evaluated include:
• The L2Miss algorithm described in Algorithm 3 based on our MISS
framework and uses the bootstrap for error estimation.
• The OrderMiss algorithm described in Section 5.3, which is also
MISS-based and also employs the bootstrap to estimate errors.
• The Sample+Seek framework (SPS) proposed in [13], which uses
Chernoff-type bounds for error estimation.
• Our implementation of the sample selection algorithm of BlinkDB [3]
(BLK), which is based on the normality assumption to derive closed-
form error estimation.
• The IFocus algorithm (IF) proposed in [23], which uses Hoeffd-
ing’s inequalities [19] for error estimation.
Among the five algorithms above, L2Miss is compared with SPS
and BLK since they all work with the L2 norm error metric. Order-
Miss is compared with IF, since both provide ordering guarantees. For
L2Miss and OrderMiss, since they require bootstrapping, we expect
that their running time will be larger given that the total sample sizes
are almost the same. SPS uses measure-biased sampling, which re-
quires full scans on the data. Therefore, the running time will grow
as the data size increases. BLK uses ad-hoc error estimation methods
such that no estimation error exists. Therefore, BLK can be viewed
as the best method as long as it can be applied.
The dataset is the TPC-H [1] and the factors evaluated include the
relative error bound ∗, the error probability δ, the number of groups
of the data m, and the size of the dataset N. We define each query
to have only one group-by attribute and one analytical attribute. In
the queries, the relative error bound is varies from 0.01 to 0.002
and the error probability δ = 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.005, 0.001 to evalu-
ate their impact on performance. Moreover, tn order to evaluate the
performance for multi-group queries, the group-by attributes used are
LINESTATUS, RETURNFLAG, SHIPINSTRUCT, LINENUMBER, and TAX
such that the numbers of groups of the data are 2, 3, 4, 7, and 9 re-
spectively. The analytical attribute is EXTENDEDPRICE. Each query
involves only one group-by attribute and one analytical attribute. The
data size is changed by modifying the scale factor of TPC-H. Specif-
ically, N is approximately the scale factor times 6 × 106. The scale
factors used include 1, 10, 30, and 100, which are officially designated
by the TPC-H specification.
To measure efficiency, as mentioned at the beginning of this sec-
tion, we measure both the running time and the total sample size
C (n) for each algorithm. As we always concern about accuracy, we
also compute and plot the simulated confidence cˆ. To obtain more
reliable results, when evaluating one factor, we control the others to
keep as default. The default values are: ∗ = 0.01, δ = 0.05, m = 1,
N = 6 × 106 i.e., the scale factor = 1, and f = AVG, which is sup-
ported by all the five algorithms. For other parameters, B = 500,
In = [1000, 2000], and l = 5 (m + 1) where m is the number of groups.
In the following experiments, all the algorithms are implemented
by us in Python with multi-core support. The data and the index are
loaded into the memory lazily (i.e., when they are accessed) for better
performance. We use mmap(2) [22] to randomly access specific rows
efficiently. All intermediate results are stored in memory to simplify
our experiments.
6.3.1 L2 Norm Error
First, we evaluate the performance of L2Miss against SPS and BLK
under the L2 norm error metric. The results are shown in Figure 3.
From the figure, we can learn that all algorithms achieve satisfactory
accuracy in all test cases as the simulated confidence is around or
above 1 − δ.
Relative error bounds. Figure 3(a) shows the effect of varying rel-
ative error bound ∗. The running time and the total sample size of
SPS is considerably larger than those of L2Miss and BLK as expected.
However, even though the total sample size of L2Miss and BLK is
quite similar, showing that L2Miss is near-optimal in terms of total
sample size. However, the running time of L2Miss grows significantly
faster than the others as the relative error bound decrease. This also
coincides with our expectation since the bootstrap in L2Miss is rather
expensive. When the sampling rate is large, for example, at 0.1 when
∗ = 0.002, L2Miss has no advantage over SPS.
Error probabilities. Figure 3(b) shows the performance with differ-
ent error probabilities. This is similar to the case of varying ∗, i.e.,
L2Miss is close to BLK, both in the running time and the total sample
size, while they are both more than 3x faster than SPS. This shows
that, when the sampling rate is small, for example, ≤ 0.01, bootstrap-
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Figure 3: Efficiency evaluation for algorithms that work under the L2 norm error metric
based methods can still be very efficient compared with those requir-
ing full scans.
Number of groups. Figure 3(c) shows the performance on the data of
different numbers of groups. As the number of group increases, both
the running time and the total sample size of L2Miss and BLK all in-
crease while they remain the almost the same for SPS. This is because
that L2Miss and BLK consider groups separately, while SPS treats all
the groups as a whole. Furthermore, the total sample size of BLK is
considerably larger than that of L2Miss. This is due to our naive im-
plementation of BLK that we let the errors of all groups be the same,
while we let L2Miss determine the error distribution automatically to
minimize the total sample size.
Data sizes. Figure 3(d) shows the effect on efficiency for different
data sizes. As the data size grows, the running time and the total sam-
ple size increase rapidly for SPS, while for L2Miss and BLK, they
remain nearly unchanged. Note that when the data scale factor is
100, the assumption that all intermediate results can be fit into mem-
ory fails to hold for SPS, resulting in a surge in the running time
to around 3000 seconds. (Note that at this point we only draw sev-
eral samples to compute the simulated confidence for SPS since it is
too time-consuming.) The reason is that SPS requires access all the
data, while L2Miss and BLK only need to access the sample data they
draw. Therefore, when the sampling rate is small, L2Miss and BLK
are much more efficient than SPS.
In conclusion, our L2Miss algorithm indeed finds optimal sample
sizes compared with BLK and achieves satisfactory efficiency when
the sampling rate is small, e.g., ≤ 0.01, when the user would like to
trade more accuracy for efficiency. On the other hand, SPS performs
well when the sampling rate is large, e.g., > 0.1, since it requires full
scans. As for BLK, even though its performance seems perfect for all
cases, it only supports simple aggregations such as AVG, COUNT, and
VAR, while MISS supports almost all kinds of analytical functions.
6.3.2 Other Error Metrics
In this section, we focus on evaluating whether our extensions ef-
fectively supports other error metrics. Specifically, we focus on the
performance of OrderMiss providing ordering guarantees compared
with IF. To the best of our knowledge, IF is the only existing algorithm
providing such guarantees.
Note that since different groups in the TPC-H dataset is rather iden-
tical in terms of their analytical results. Therefore, guaranteeing cor-
rect ordering properties would consume too much time and too large
samples. Therefore, we add a bias to each group such that the ana-
lytical results of any two groups differ in a specific amount relative
to the true analytical results, which are called the group bias. The
group bias is set to 0.05 by default, meaning that the difference of the
analytical results in two adjacent groups in sorted order is about 0.05
times their true results.
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Figure 4: Efficiency evaluation for algorithms providing ordering
guarantee
The results are presented in Figure 4. As observed from the third
row of Figure 4, both OrderMiss and IF are able to produce accurate
results, i.e., the correct ordering property holds with the given confi-
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dence. This indicates that our scheme, i.e., error bound conversion,
successfully extends L2Miss to support other error metrics.
In terms of efficiency, we can learn from Figure 4 that for different
error probabilities, numbers of groups and data sizes, even though the
two algorithms behave similarly in trend, our OrderMiss algorithm
demonstrate its superiority against IF. Even though the bootstrap used
by OrderMiss is costly, OrderMiss is still faster than IF since the
total sample size of the former is several times smaller than the latter.
In summary, OrderMiss is much more efficient in providing order-
ing guarantees compared with IF, yet still ensuring accuracy. This is
because MISS uses bootstrapping for error estimation, which is more
accurate than concentration inequalities used by IF, resulting in great
reduction in total sample size and the running time.
7. RELATED WORK
In this section, we survey the algorithms related to AQP briefly.
Sample Selection for AQP. Since BlinkDB [3] was ever proposed,
sampling-based AQP systems have been a hotspot in recent years in
both industry and academia. Notable systems besides BlinkDB in-
clude iOLAP [38], Sample+Seek [13], and SnappyData [30]. How-
ever, only those who employ closed-form error estimation methods
select suitable samples automatically, which is far from optimal or
even inapplicable for many queries. Others, which use numerical er-
ror estimation methods, e.g., the bootstrap, do not equip with such
mechanism, and users are required to create or select their desired
samples manually. For example, SnappyData[30], which adopts the
latter approach, requires users to create samples manually. It would
select the largest one if more than one samples are available [21]. This
approach limits its use to only experts. Our approach, on the contrary,
determines the optimal sample size and draws the sample for each
given query automatically, which makes it much easier to use.
AQP for complex queries. As noted in Section 2.1, we only consider
simple analytical queries without selection and join in general in this
paper. However, these two types of queries are essential to build a
practical AQP system. Fortunately, our MISS framework is flexible
enough to incorporate state-of-the-art techniques to gain such abili-
ties. For joins, WanderJoin [26] is also a sampling-based technique
that estimates the sampling probability for each tuples and relies on
closed-form methods to estimate the approximation error for a ana-
lytical query. This method can be perfectly collaborated with our ap-
proach to produce overall approximate results directly to the end user.
For selection, Sample+Seek [13] proposes an indexing scheme that
accelerate selections in general using inverted indexing. This method
is also compatible with our MISS framework and therefore can be di-
rectly incorporated into MISS to enable the MISS-based algorithms
sample through an pre-built index.
AQP without sampling. Other AQP approaches without sampling
include data cubes [17] and sketches[11] are also widely used. Never-
theless, these approaches are usually particularly designed for specific
scenarios and have their own limitations. For example, data cubes are
used when both the data and the query would not change much over
time such that the pre-computed results are still valid. Sketches are for
data streams and can only be applied to specific types of queries. On
the contrary, our MISS framework and its derivative algorithms are
designed to be suitable for as many types of queries as possible. By
using online sampling and bootstrapping, our approach make almost
no assumptions on the data and the query performed.
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose the Model-based Iterative Sample Se-
lection (MISS) frameworks and a family of algorithms based on the
framework to find optimal sample sizes for various error metrics based
on the error model that we build. Our approach not only supports L2
norm error metric, but also provides other types of guarantees includ-
ing bounded maximum error, bounded difference error and correct
ordering under the MISS framework. With minor modifications, our
algorithm can support various types of total sample size including
uniformly or non-uniformly linear, polynomial and even exponential.
We show theoretically and empirically that our algorithms can find
near-optimal samples that satisfy user-defined error constraints for al-
most all kinds of data and user-defined analytical functions.
For future work, we see two directions that worth exploring. The
first is to establish rigorous theories on what specific kinds of queries
that our error model can be applied to, or even to find better error mod-
els. And the second is to build a practical and easy-to-use AQP sys-
tem that incorporates our approaches and other techniques discussed
in Section 7 to support arbitrary queries facing directly to end users.
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